
Chemical Concepts, Inc. is now offering the revolutionary Sports & Play adhesive 
system for Artificial Turf installation 

 

Chemical Concepts, Inc. has reached an exclusive agreement with Casco Schönox Sweden AB 
to sell and distribute the Sports & Play Turf Adhesive System domestically. 

 
Huntingdon Valley, PA (PWEB) February 12, 2014 

 
The adhesives and specialty chemicals experts at Chemical Concepts, Inc. are now offering the unique 

suite of turf products from Casco Schönox Sweden AB, a recent acquisition of the Sika AG. The Sports 
& Play Adhesive System specializes in elastic, non-foaming artificial turf adhesives that can weather both 
time and the elements. The revolutionary SMP (silyl modified polyoxyethylene) technology is weather 
proof, guaranteed to last longer than the turf itself, and is optimally safe, both environmentally and 
functionally. With fast and sustainable installation, the Sports & Play Adhesive System eliminates the ever 
present hassles that come with traditional turf adhesives. The Sports & Play Adhesive System utilizes a 
one component formula in which no time and effort is wasted with mixing and preparation. 
 
“This is a great addition to our lineup of products,” said Turf Product Manager Rick Firrera, “we are always 
looking for innovative, environmentally friendly, and effective products that we can offer our clients, and 
the Sports & Play Adhesive System certainly fits the bill.” He concluded, “This is but another step in our 
quest to supply our clients with the latest adhesive technology.” 
  
The Sports & Play Adhesive System comes with a list of clear advantages. One of the advantages of the 
non-foaming adhesive is that it can be used in all weather conditions, hot, cold, wet or dry, and the 
innovative re-sealable packaging eliminates waste, making the installation cleaner and more cost 
effective. Chemical Concepts happily welcomes the Sports & Play turf adhesive to its family of turf 
products with the knowledge that its users will ultimately save time and money with their next turf project. 
While carrying trusted brands like Sika, Lord Corporation, and ITW, Chemical Concepts strives to supply 
best-in-class products in the artificial turf industry and beyond to achieve optimal results. 
 
Chemical Concepts remains committed to providing quality products and service with an eye to improving 
the bottom line. Along with this commitment comes a vision for sustainable products that are safe, clean, 
and in harmony with the environment. For more than a half century, Chemical Concept’s expert 
knowledge and vast experience in the adhesives and specialty chemicals market has been trusted and 
respected by companies large and small. Building on a foundation of quality products and top notch 
service, Chemical Concepts continues to provide the best adhesive solutions to solve today’s complex 
product assembly problems.  
 


